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A Republic, If We Can Build It
prospect.org/culture/republic-can-build
By Richard Valelly

October 22, 2006

Polarized America: The Dance of Ideology and Unequal Riches by Nolan McCarty,
Keith T. Poole, and Howard Rosenthal (MIT Press, 240 pages, $35.00)
L.A. Story: Immigrant Workers and the Future of the U.S. Labor Movement by
Ruth Milkman (Russell Sage Foundation, 264 pages, $24.95)
In the face of pronounced income and wealth inequality, how has the Bush administration
been able to promote an economic program that deepens inequality? The Republicans have
enacted regressive tax cuts, sought to privatize Social Security, given free rein to Wall Street,
and showered wasteful subsidies on defense contractors, pharmaceutical manufacturers,
and oil and insurance companies. Surely, in a democracy, this all must be bad politics.
Maybe it's because the GOP hasn't played by the rules, extending roll calls far beyond
congressional norms, repressing black and student votes in Ohio, and inserting the executive
into the legislative branch in unprecedented ways. Maybe Thomas Frank is right that social
issues have crowded out pocketbook issues and that Karl Rove has succeeded in switching
the subject to national security.
But none of this quite explains voter passivity in the face of rising inequality. Why are more
voters not disgusted with Bushonomics?
Princeton's Nolan McCarty, Keith Poole of the University of California at San Diego, and
Howard Rosenthal of New York University mount a technically advanced and powerful
analysis in Polarized America. Inequality and political polarization, they show, have been
steadily building since the mid-1970s, reinforcing each other. The Bush administration's
policies are less a break from the past than an intensification of the status quo.
As they demonstrate, income inequality has grown least among regularly participating voters.
It has done the most damage at the bottom end of the income scale, where both immigrants
and citizens are less likely to vote. A voter backlash, by definition, has to come from voters.
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Not surprisingly, Republicans have pushed voter-identification legislation to discourage
lower-income voting and promoted a policy to make immigrants wait 17 years for the right to
vote.
McCarty and colleagues have devised highly reliable ideological scores that document the
growing divide between the two parties, mainly due to the GOP's shift to the right.
Polarization is not an artifact of congressional districting, nor of legislative despotism,
symbolized by the bullwhip that Tom DeLay kept in his majority leader suite. Instead,
Republican constituencies have appeared where they never existed, particularly in the
South, and all of them have become more ideologically conservative.
What all of that means is that the Bush administration's policies have served the center of the
Republican Party and its interests, but not the electoral center. Republicans have gotten
away with this because those hurt the most tend not to vote or cannot vote.
In a chapter worth the book's price, the authors show that astronomical gains for the very
wealthiest have opened up opportunities for the “passionate rich” to invest in the ideological
extremes. The “swift-boating” of Kerry was not an aberration; it is the new status quo.
Democratic victories and policies, if and when they happen, will certainly activate a right-wing
backlash.
Would America be better off with a “centrist” coalition via divided government, as under
Clinton? In a sobering conclusion, the authors show that divided government is actually
worse. Legislative stalemate paradoxically increases the power of the presidency and hurts
the poor, who are left to fend for themselves as government freezes up. For example,
McCarty and colleagues demonstrate that states with Democratic governors and Republican
legislatures, other things equal, have the least generous welfare programs.
The time-tested antidote to this sort of stalemate is increased participation of lower-income
Americans. A superb, readable study by Ruth Milkman, a sociologist at the University of
California, Los Angeles, assesses immigrant mobilization through social-movement
unionism. For McCarty and his colleagues, the inux of immigrants sustains overall
inequality; in Milkman's account, immigrants become catalysts of civic engagement.
Milkman locates her story in Los Angeles, which offers both hopeful signs and cautionary
lessons. Although she isn't the first to call attention to the Latino-labor alliance (See Harold
Meyerson, “A Tale of Two Cities”), she adds historical depth, archival research, dozens of
interviews, and a subtle argument about union capacities. Most important, she addresses the
conditions under which durable organization is most likely.
Milkman's careful comparison among four organizing cases leads her to conclude that
“bottom-up” militancy, reminiscent of the great strikes of 1934 and 1937, is, by itself,
inadequate. Likewise, “top-down” organizing of employers by aggressive leaders will also
fizzle. For instance, a “corporate campaign” to organize Guess, Inc., began well, but
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management simply outgunned, outmaneuvered, and outspent the garment workers union
once the company decided to punch back. There was no alliance with workers on the ground
for the union to fall back on.
Rank-and-file heroism is not, however, in short supply. Latino (and for that matter Asian)
immigrants quickly display exceptional solidarity because they are already highly organized
by (among other things) kinship, language, religious affiliation, and a dense infrastructure of
neighborhood associations. And the kinds of labor markets they live in are hellish and
Hobbesian. But their demand for decent conditions, Milkman concludes, must be matched to
two things: whole-hearted commitment from the international, whether it be the Carpenters,
the Teamsters, or SEIU, and the international's thorough development of a fully budgeted
and staffed plan for organization that pragmatically circumvents elections via the National
Labor Relations Board. The deck is too stacked against success for anything less. When the
combination works, though, a remarkable sense of opportunity opens up for the participants,
as when the Carpenters organized immigrant drywallers.
Labor's premature epitaph has been written more than once. But a renewed union movement
could be the instrument of mass electoral enfranchisement -- and in the process it would help
to restore the kind of social contract that we once had. McCarty, Poole, and Rosenthal show
what one path forward is; Milkman gives us a glimpse of another.
Richard M. Valelly is professor of political science at Swarthmore College and author of The
Two Reconstructions: The Struggle for Black Enfranchisement (University of Chicago Press,
2004).
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